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This article examines noise characteristics of a high precision digital multimeter HP3457A or
HP3458A by presenting a conceptual but useful model for the generation of zero voltage error under
short-circuited input terminals. Two setting states, auto-zero on~AZ-ON! and off ~AZ-OFF! are
tested and one important conclusion derived is that the state of AZ-OFF has a more extensive
potential of performing to the full specifications for measurements ofmV level dc voltage than that
of AZ-ON. © 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0034-6748~99!04212-4#

I. INTRODUCTION

Today, digital multimeters~DMMs!, particularly model
types HP3457A or HP3458A, have been widely utilized as
highly qualified for accurate and precise measurements in
various fields.1–6 In practice, we have become convinced that
they have performed to their specifications by evaluating
performances of a faint-leak, current sensor,7 of a core noise
measurement system,8 and of a highly stable thermostat.9

However, when we began to make repetition measurements
of a dc voltage ofmV order or less, using HP3457As~and
subsequently, 3458As! on the minimum ranges~0.03 or 0.3
V!, we encountered instability in each reading, a nonrepeat-
ability. The transitions cannot be regarded as any thermally
generated offset voltage as pointed out in the manual for the
HP3457A ~at p.3–6! or 3458A ~at p.D-4! but irregularly
takes a different value at every measurement, even if ambient
conditions including room temperature are kept constant in
as calm a state as possible. Two settings, auto-zero on~AZ-
ON! and off~AZ-OFF!, were tested. The reading distribution
at AZ-ON spreads over severalmV, while at AZ-OFF the
distribution takes a large excursion, as if a large drift com-
ponent appears, often stretching over 10mV. We first con-
sidered that DMM must be disturbed by external noises and
accordingly tried to reduce the effects to as low a level as
possible. But the state of affairs was not improved at all.
Another troublesome problem which weighed heavily on our
mind was of the choice of number of power line cycles
~NPLC!. Certainly, the larger the number chosen, the higher
the precision appeared to be, but the situation was not so
simple. We therefore found that high precision measure-
ments ofmV order values were difficult, for a way of taking
the statistical average of a lot of measured values obtained in
a time sequential form was not so effective, and much im-
provement in practice was not expected even with parallel

measurements using several units of DMMs. Almost the
same was also experienced in the HP3458A. This type is of
the same as 3457A in its fundamental measurement scheme
but we suspect that its additional artificial signal processing
procedures make its situation more complicated.

We directed our attention to the characteristics of DMM
itself: testing whether or not such nonrepeatability is intrinsic
in every DMM. Under conditions such that the variations of
all external influences are negligibly small, which we call the
reference condition, we investigated in detail relatively long,
time sequential observations obtained of a zero voltage state
~the input terminals are short circuited, which we call zero
voltage error! on the lowest or the next lowest measurement
range, using four 3457A and two 3458A DMMs, with both
AZ-ON and OFF. In the process of examining the nonrepeat-
ability, we gradually became aware of two facts:~i! behav-
iors of the zero voltage error were in a statistical sense al-
most the same as what we had experienced when we had
tried to evaluate the performances of the sensor and of the
core noise measurement system developed by us and~ii ! the
statistically averaged value, in spite of increasing the mea-
sured values, fell into stagnation without approaching zero,
no matter what NPLC was chosen. In relation to this, we
tried to examine whether or not the same thing occurs on
other measurement ranges. The result was common to every
measurement range. The zero voltage error at AZ-ON fluc-
tuates at least over the last one or two digits, while at AZ-
OFF over the last two or three irrespective of NPLC chosen
even for NPLC>1.

The purpose of this article is to investigate the properties
of the zero voltage state obtained in time sequential form, as
being intrinsic to these DMMs. We first tried to directly treat
the sequential observations as obtained under conditions in
which they are a well-known stochastic time series, but sev-
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eral important doubts arose on such a treatment. Such a situ-
ation compelled us to take a nonparametric treatment. The
principal reason was:~i! A prolonged time interval is re-
quired for a data acquisition. Therefore, whether or not each
element included in one measurement set is affected by all
external influences has to be checked, that is, to test the
randomness.~ii ! How to represent a model of these DMMs
for dealing with the zero voltage generation is not known,
and~iii ! whether the way of zero error correction for AZ-ON
is appropriate or not, were also questions of interest.

Conventional measurement theories for precision, error,
and accuracy reflect experiences from older electronics, but
the development of high precision type DMMs seems to sug-
gest that, in addition to this experience, some properties in-
herent in each DMM still have to be characterized before
utilizing it fully. This article represents an extension to the
subject matter. Our result leads to a proposal of a measure-
ment procedure that extends the abilities of these DMMs,
even when the experimental environment is not satisfactory
~i.e., a sufficiently shielded area is not obtainable!. Our ex-
perimental space is not shielded at all, and external noise in
general is quite large. We can choose the time when the
influence quantities are in a quiet state. Our conclusions sug-
gest that some DMM properties are not special cases but
rather occur in every place in which a DMM like this is
employed. We are convinced that the proposed procedure
works effectively under uncontrolled conditions. Here, our
discussion is relevant to the case in 3457As on the measure-
ment range of 0.3 V. NPLC51 is chosen, as this level results
in a large nonrepeatable difference. An observation number
for a continuous sequence ofN510 000 is chosen as the
number required for characterizing AZ-OFF.

On assuming the application of the existing theory to the
observation data obtained as a time sequential form, two
things are tacitly required: each reading is~i! a sample from
the same population and~ii ! is independent of other readings.
The error theory essentially pertains to multiple
measurements,10 but often DMM are used for only a single
measurement. We investigate whether or not the datum at
each AZ-ON and OFF remains statistically under control,
i.e., stable, and whether or not the measurement results clus-
ter around the same central value and have the same variance
~Robinovich’s book10 p. 100, 4.6.!. For this purpose, a con-
ceptual model for the generation of zero voltage error in
DMM is presented. It consists of two parts: an input voltage
amplitude adjustment circuit~IVAAC ! followed by a signal
processing circuit~SPC!. Each part individually generates
error voltage. At AZ-ON, the zero error components in the
SPC are eliminated.

Our results of AZ-ON tests are summarized as follows:
~A! When viewing the dataN510 000 on the whole,~i! the
test of randomness based on the theory of runs suggests that
each realization is produced from the same population;~ii !
then the mean value as the best estimate of the data never
converges to zero but works as a sort of systematic error. The
cause is due to the existence of a preamplifier included in
IVAAC; ~iii ! the voltage nearly equal to the median seems to
be treated unusually and the evidence is seen near the highest
point of the frequency distribution, and~iv! the greater part

of the random fluctuation components in zero voltage error
occurs at the output side of the preamplifier.~B! When ex-
amined by dividing the sequential data into several small
partitioned parts,~i! ‘‘homogeneity’’ ~statistical stability! is
not sustained;~ii ! therefore treating each part as a measure-
ment set in a repetition measurement is not appropriate, and
~iii ! even if it is in a quiet area, any improvement in accuracy
is not expected. Our viewpoint on the best use of sequential
data at AZ-ON is that it will be suitable for evaluation of
effects of the preamplifier on zero voltage error and the de-
gree of mixture of any external influence quantities into a
DMM. ~These details are not presented here.! The external
influence is not so large under the reference conditions.
Therefore, it is treated here as part of the DMM.

With respect to AZ-OFF as pointed out above, the zero
voltage error has such a form that small amplitude compo-
nents fluctuate around large and slow excursions. Therefore,
whether or not they are inherently generated from within the
DMM itself is investigated. Simultaneously, what relation-
ships exist between them at each AZ-ON and OFF is clari-
fied. At AZ-OFF the voltage in the SPC just before starting a
measurement is measured only once and subtracted from
each subsequent measured value. As four DMMs~or six
DMMs if including two 3458A! always reveal similar behav-
iors independent of one another under the reference condi-
tions, we conclude that the zero voltage error at AZ-OFF is
generated from within the DMM itself and is inherent in all
these DMMs. The histogram shows an unusual frequency of
two points of the voltage. The time sequence is similar to a
discrete Gaussian process and is analyzed as a difference
process. The sequence of the variance difference term has
high homogeneity even in any partitioned parts, and this
leads to a statistical and time series property suitable for
application of error theory.

II. A MODEL FOR ZERO ERROR

A. Model for zero voltage error

A model shown in Fig. 1 is assumed as representing the

FIG. 1. Conceptual diagram representing the operation of DMM.
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zero voltage error generation when a dc voltage is measured.
A DMM consists of two parts: an IVAAC including a pre-
amplifier of gain 100, and a SPC including sample-hold,
double integral, and analog-to-digital transform circuits. Be-
tween them are internal switches SW1, 2, and 3. Since we do
not know the details, this model does not quite exactly simu-
late the DMM but is rather a conceptual diagram. The signal
to be measuredvs is first directed to IVAAC from the input
terminal, to adjustvs8 for the range chosen, its full scale
within the range of69.999̄ V, and finally to the SPC. The
adjusted voltagevs8 appearing at terminalsP2P8, when the
input signalvs is equal to that full scale value~vs50.3 or
0.03 V!, becomes equal to69.999̄ V. These two parts,
part A ~SPC! and part B~IVAAC !, generate respective inter-
nal zero voltage errorsvA and vB . The resultantvA1vB

appears as the digitized output.
A state AZ-ON consisting of two modes per measure-

ment is explained as follows:~i! vs is first measured asv (1) ,
where switches SW1 and SW2 are closed and SW3 is open
@state ~1!#; ~ii ! subsequently for zero adjustment SW1 and
SW2 are opened, and SW3 is closed@state ~2!#, the zero
correctionv (2) is produced. Butv (1) andv (2) never meet our
eyes. Instead, a corrected valuevon comes into sight

von5v ~1!2v ~2! ~1!

as the quantity to be measured. There exists an inevitable
time difference between measurements ofv (1) andv (2) . Ig-
noring time effects, the total is assumed as

v ~1!5vs1vA1vB1vext, ~2!

v ~2!5vA , ~3!

wherevext represents an external voltage from the ambient
conditions. Thus the measured outputvon is given as

von5vs1vB1vext. ~4!

In contrast for the case of AZ-OFF, the readingvoff is as-
sumed as

voff5v ~1!2v ini~const.!, ~5!

wherev ini5vA, ini , the zero voltage correction generated in
part A, measured only one time before starting the measure-
ment and treated as a constant value until reset. Here, the
problem of discriminatingvB from vext is not treated, and
vext in Eqs.~2! or ~4! is accordingly included intovB .

B. Measurement system for v on and v off

The data acquisition system forvon and voff is as fol-
lows. Four DMMs are triggered simultaneously and read by
a computer. For NPLC51, the time for a measurement is 1 s
and about 3 h are required for the data numberN510 000
per sequence.

III. STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF v on AND v off

A. Time series characteristics of $von%

1. Time domain characteristics of $von%10 000
1

Figure 2~a! indicates time domain characteristics of
$von% (5$von%10 000

1 , and $von%10 000
1 5$von,1,von,2,...,

von,10 000%! for measurement range of 0.3 V in DMM No. 1.
For comparison, the case of range 30 V is similar but with a
1003 larger scale, and is directly related to the case of range
0.3 V. The measurable quantity in both ranges is first multi-
plied by one third through the same measurement channel in
IVAAC. The multiplied quantity for range 30 V directly ap-
pears at the terminalP2P8 asvs8 , while the one for range
0.3 V passes through the preamplifier of gain 100 before
appearing there. By comparing both ranges, effects of the
preamplifier on the readings are evaluated. It is quite natural
in a sense that$von% and$von% (30 V) ~$von%(30 V) indicates the
case of range 30 V and ‘‘without subscript’’ for the case of
0.3 V!, spread within61.5 and 6150 mV, respectively.
Their statistical parameters for No. 1 to No. 4 are listed in
Table I, wherevav, vmed, vs.d., andvvar are respective mean,
median, standard deviation~s.d.!, and variance. The value of
u given by

u5
~vav2m!

Avvar/n
~6!

is also calculated, wherem50 ~the input terminal of DMM
is short circuited! should be chosen, but herem5vmed is
taken. Table I teaches that the zero voltage correction at
AZ-ON has the following properties: for s.d., the ratio ofvs.d.

for 0.3 V to the one for 30 V is almost equal to 1:100 in
every DMM. In practice, the variance ratio obtained by mul-
tiplying vvar for 0.3 V by 104 remains within 1.104–0.978.

FIG. 2. Time domain characteristics and frequency distributions of$von%
and$von% (30 V) at NPLC51. ~a! Time domain characteristics of$von% for No.
1. ~b! Frequency distributions.
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Judging from anF-test on the admissibility of differences
between their variances,$von% may be different from
$von%(30 V) . However, when we perform thisF-test to the
properly partitioned subgroup pair obtained from these two,
for example, between$von%k1120

k and $von%k1120,(30 V)
k or

$von%k1240
k and $von%k1240,(30 V)

k for k51 – 9800 ~where
$von%k1120

k means$vk ,vk11 ,...,vk1120%!, the result suggests
that the null hypothesis that they belong to the same popula-
tion is acceptable for almost allk ~The choice of element
number 120 or 240 is the maximum number of degrees of
freedom in theF distribution tables at hand and this too
small number does not give any definite conclusion as will
be known later from the properties of$von% or $von%(30 V) ). It
is therefore quite reasonable to suppose that$von% and
$von%(30 V) are each subsets of the same population$vB%. As
mentioned above, only one point in which$von% differs from
$von%(30 V) is the existence of the preamplifier in IVAAC.
Another point for us to bear in mind is that$von% is obtained
at one time, while$von%(30 V) is at another. Nevertheless, the
F-test leads to such a conclusion. This makes us possible to
evaluate the effects of the preamplifier onvon qualitatively.
When von is divided into three componentsvon5von,1

1von,21von,3, wherevon,1 being the components generating
in the input side of the preamplifier,von,2 within the preamp-
lifier and von,3 in its output side, the greater part ofvon is
composed ofvon,3, and von,2 dominates the components of
which the mean value does not become equal to zero.von,1

can be treated as zero. Frequency distributions for$von% and
$von%(30 V) on both Nos. 1 and 3 shown in Fig. 2~b!, where
measurement value as abscissa and the number of times each
value as ordinate andvon,(30 V) is multiplied by one-
hundredth, back up this. For$von% the curve of $von

2von,med% shifted by the value equal to eachvmed is indicated
together and is certainly in good agreement with that of the
multiplied $von% (30 V) . This form is common to all these
DMMs and the range over which the population$vB%(30 V)

occupies remains unchanged to all of them. In this meaning
$von% represents intrinsic zero error of these DMMs. Another
point to be noticed, also common to all these histograms, is
an irregularity in the region of the peak frequency~at 0.1
mV!. The shape of the curve is never natural. We feel that the
artificial signal processing must be adding to the measured
values~see the histograms for HP3458As shown in Fig. 3~b!,
for they verify this more clearly!. If we can understand it,
ways of dealing with$von% will become a little different. In
any case, this leads us to a nonparametric treatment for in-
vestigating whether or not the probabilistic and statistical
treatment of these residual voltages is reasonable, or how to
apply the error theory is~similar irregularity is observed in

$voff%!. For reference, a set of data for two 3458As corre-
sponding to Fig. 2 is indicated in Fig. 3, where Fig. 3~a!
represents the time domain characteristics for the measure-
ment range of 1 V on No. 1 andFig. 3~b! the frequency
distributions for the measurement ranges of 1 and 100 V on
Nos. 1 and 2, respectively. The same procedure as in Fig.
2~b! is taken for the zero voltage error in the range 100 V.
Data numberN510 000 and NPLC51 are similarly chosen.
Whether or not the same relationship as in 3457A holds is
checked, but it is not so. This is the reason why our attention
is first directed to 3457A, which is much simpler and less
complicated than a 3458A.

Summarizing the results:~i! the realization interval of
$von% is invariant and has not so large a difference among
DMMs, so long as the path through which the signal passes
is fixed. The limits are determined by the zero voltage com-
ponents generated at the output side of the preamplifier.
$von% represents intrinsic zero offset in these DMMs. The

TABLE I. Statistical parameters in DMM Nos. 1–4.@Superscript number (2p) means 102p.]

DMM No. 1 No. 2 No. 3 No. 4

Range 0.3 V 30 V 0.3 V 30 V 0.3 V 30 V 0.3 V 30 V
vav 2.74(27) 6.05(27) 5.84(27) 4.73(26) 6.59(27) 2.36(26) 2.52(27) 26.20(26)

vmed 3.0(27) 0.0 6.0(27) 0.0 7.0(27) 0.0 3.0(27) 21.0(25)

vs.d. 3.76(27) 3.64(25) 4.37(27) 4.16(25) 3.64(27) 3.65(25) 3.67(27) 3.72(25)

vVar 1.41(213) 1.32(29) 1.91(213) 1.73(29) 1.32(213) 1.33(29) 1.35(213) 1.38(29)

u 26.92 1.66 23.66 11.37 211.26 6.47 211.26 10.22

FIG. 3. Time domain characteristics and frequency distributions of
$von% (1 V) and $von% (100 V) at NPLC51 for DMM HP3458As.~a! Time do-
main characteristics of$von% (1V) for 3458A No. 1.~b! Frequency distribu-
tions.
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preamplifier produces a nonzero offsetvmedin 0.3 V working
as a sort of systematic error. In practice,vmed in 30 V is zero.
~ii ! The termu in Eq. ~6! suggests that in most cases,vav

cannot be the best estimate of$von% although it is for
$von%(30 V) . vav or vmedfor 0.3 V cannot be neglected as zero,
whereasvav for 30 V which is of the order 1026 –27 can be
regarded zero, for it is beyond the resolution of that range.
~iii ! The 0.3 V range is not suitable to such small voltage
measurement in a sense, for the output is unable to keep off
the mixture of zero voltage offset into the signal to be mea-
sured, and the same thing occurs in the 0.03 V range.

2. Statistical and probabilistic properties of ˆv on‰

As pointed out above, both the histogram of$von% and
$von%(30 V) seem to be a non Gaussian. In addition to this, one
point to be noticed is that it is quite doubtful, though will be
concretely discussed later from a little different angle,
whether the outcomevon,k generated at each instant of time
k(k51 – 10 000) has a specified probability distribution, that
is, is a sample from the same population. In other words, it is
unclear whether or not each element in the ordered sequence
occurs purely randomly, or constitutes a stochastic time se-
ries with a form described in any books on the conventional
probability theory. The ‘‘randomness’’ means to test such a
hypothesis thatn observationsx1 , x2 ,...,xn , when they are
obtained in this order, satisfy the above condition. In such a
case, the theory of runs11,12 is applied in order to check it.
The procedure is; Comparing eachvon,k with von,med ~
von,med5median of $von%10 000

1 !, replacevon,k by a if von,k

.von,medand byb if von,k,von,med, or otherwise 0. Conse-
quently,$von% is replaced by the sequence ofa andb, or 0.
~Here, the occurrence of 0 is neglected for simplicity.! Then
each maximal subsequence of elements of like kinda or b is
called a run. The randomness of$von% and $von%(30 V) is
evaluated how these runs ofa and b occur. Whenmn,1 ,
mn,2 , andmn,r are the numbers of symbolsa, b, and runs,
respectively,mn,1 and mn,2 give the mean valuemn,r for
occurrence numbermn,r of runs and the corresponding vari-
ancesn,r

2 as follows:

mn,r5E~mn,r !5
2mn,1mn,2

mn,11mn,2
11, ~7!

sn,r
~2!5

2mn,1mn,2~2mn,1mn,22mn,12mn,2!

~mn,11mn,2!
2~mn,11mn,221!

, ~8!

and formn,11mn,2 larger than 20, the occurrence probability
of mn,r is approximated by a normal distribution. That is, the
variableun,r derived by

un,r5
mn,r2mn,r

sn,r
~9!

approximately obeys the standard normal distribution
N(0,1). Then, whenmn,1 andmn,2 are sufficiently large and
mn,15mn,2 holds, sn,r takes its maximum value and
sn,r

2 /(mn,11mn,2) is about to arrive at 0.25, while
mn,r /(mn,11mn,2) approaches 0.5. Although it is most im-
portant how the runs occur~the detail is not presented here!,
it can at least be said that, when the ratiomn,r /mn,r ap-
proaches 1 andsn,r /(mn,11mn,2) does 0.25, the randomness
is high. A result examined like this for$von% and$von%(30 V is
indicated together with others in Table II. Table II poses an
interesting viewpoint to us.mn,r is close to the corresponding
mean value: the ratio ofmn,r of mn,r(5mn,r /mn,r) being

FIG. 4. An evaluation ofvext by means of run.~a! Occurrence number vsn.
~b! s.d. vsn.

TABLE II. Results on run occurrence in$von%10 000
1 in 0.3 and 30 V ranges.

mn,1 mn,2 mn,r

Mean
(mn,r)

Ratio
(mn,r /mn,r)

Variance
(sn,r

2 ) mn,r

No. 1 $Von% (30 V) 4383 4379 4372 4382 0.9977 2190.3 20.234
$Von% 4226 4700 4364 4451.41 0.9804 2218.7 21.856
$en% 4550 4461 5970 4506.06 1.3249 2252.06 30.848
$e2n% 2243 2263 2280 2253.96 1.0116 1126.21 0.7761

$Von,dif% 4595 4600 6252 4598.5 1.3596 2298.5 34.489
No. 3 $Von% (30 V) 4737 4287 4380 4500.4 0.9732 2243.9 22.373

$Von% 3961 4865 4355 4367.7 0.9971 2160.2 20.273
$en% 4478 4453 5974 4466.47 1.3375 2232.46 31.906
$e2n% 2236 2216 2165 2226.96 0.9722 1112.71 21.857

$Von,dif% 4677 4577 6432 4627.46 1.39 2312.71 37.524
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almost equal to 1 andun,r in Eq. ~9! remains within22.37 to
20.234. The randomness of both ordered sequences$von%
and$von%(30 V) is high. They are separately obtained in each
different time, but can be regarded as two groups of random
quantities belonging to the same population$vB%>$von,3% as
shown in Fig. 1. The preamplifier does not play a role in
offsetting $von,3%. If the component pointed out as a sort of
systematic error,von,2, behaves in a randomly fluctuating
manner, the aspects of run occurrence in$von% drastically
differ from that in $von%(30 V)•von,2 must be nearly constant
or slowly varying. We cannot help but recognize that the
hypothesis of randomness is acceptable irrespective of the
existence of non-Gaussian components in their frequency
distributions.

The fact that both$von% and $von% (30 V) are of the same
degree of randomness and dominated by$von,3% indirectly
verifies that effects ofvext on these DMMs are negligibly
small under the reference conditions, although$vext% domi-
nates$von,1%. In practice, Fig. 4 suggests this, where run
occurrence characteristics of$von

No.1%, $von
No.3%, and $vdiff

~1–3!%
are indicated, which respectively represent$von% from re-

spective DMM No. 1 and No. 3 and difference voltagevdiff
~1–3!

betweenvon
No.1 andvon

No.3 given by

vdiff, k
~123!5von,k

No. 12von,k
No. 35vB,k

No. 12vB,k
No. 3 . ~10!

$vdiff
~1–3!% does not include the term ofvext in Eq. ~4!, for vext is

treated as common to all DMMs. The ratiomn,r /mn,r and the
variance ratiosn,r

2 /(mn11mn2) are depicted as a function of
the sampling timen in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!, respectively. In
every case, the former is going to approach 1 and the latter to
0.25 forn.500– 1000. These three suggest they have almost
the same degree of randomness and each element belonging
to both $von

No.1% and $von
No.3% is independently produced with

one another without being affected by external influence
quantities. However, more strictly speaking, a slight differ-
ence arises invdiff

~1–3! , where the degree of randomness be-
comes stronger than the other two, forsn,r

2 /(mn11mn2) is
more close to 0.25 and the equalitymn15mn2 holds for al-
most alln>3000 andsn,r takes its maximum value. Such a
tendency becomes more remarkable for largern.

B. Characteristics of ˆv off ‰10 000
1

1. Time domain characteristics of $voff %10 000
1

Time series characteristics of$voff% is indicated in Fig. 5
for No. 1. The variability for$voff% (30 V) spreads over 100
times that for$voff%; from 25–10mV to 20.5–1 mV. Two
frequency components are observed, a relatively slow with a
large amplitude and a fast fluctuating one. From Eqs.~4! and
~5!, voff includesvA , while von does not. Comparison of Fig.
5 with Fig. 2~a! suggests that$vA% seems to be the former
slow component, common to every range for AZ-OFF in all
DMMs, while $vB% is the latter. The model shown in Fig. 1
assumes this. Figures 2, 5, and 7 indicate that$von% is noise
in the lowest two digits, while$voff% the lowest three digits.
The tendency like this does not depend on measurement
range chosen.

The reason for choosing the data numberN510 000 is
to check whether or not the large excursion component is
simply a drift caused by faint room temperature or other
variations. If so, any clear correlation between$voff

No.1% and
$voff

No.3% should be observed, but, in practice, not so. Figure 6
is such an example for$voff%(3 V) at NPLC510, where a
generally increasing component is apparent in both$voff

No.1%
and$voff

No.3% with the deviation magnitude of about 20mV.
Statistical parameters on$voff% are listed in Table III and

frequency distributions corresponding to Fig. 5 are indicated
in Fig. 7, where common to all DMMs the frequency at
voff50.0mV is unusually high, while that atvoff51.3mV is
reduced to zero. The cause is within 3457A itself.

FIG. 5. Time domain characteristics of$voff% at NPLC51 for No. 1.

FIG. 6. Time domain characteristic of$voff% (3 V) which seems to respond to
faint room temperature variation.

TABLE III. Statistical parameters of$Voff% on 0.3 V in Nos. 1–4.

DMM No. 1 No. 2 No. 3 No. 4

vav 2.3231026 3.0931026 8.2831027 5.4931027

vmed 2.431026 3.031026 9.031027 6.031027

vs.d. 2.3131026 1.8731026 1.7131026 1.0631026

vVar 5.33310212 3.48310212 2.92310212 1.12310212
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2. Characteristic representation of $voff %10 000
1 in the

variate difference plane (v off,n ,voff, n 11…

$voff% seems to closely resemble a Gaussian process in
appearance. If it is so, then any difference termvoff,n1k

2voff,n for any positive integerk obeys a normal distribution
and adjacent difference terms voff,22voff,1 ,voff,3

2voff,2 ,¯voff,n112voff,n are independent with one
another.13 Taking this into consideration, we represent$voff%
in a plane (voff,n ,voff,n11),voff,n as abscissa andvoff,n11 as
ordinate, in Fig. 8.voff scatters around the straight liney
5x(voff,n115voff,n) passing through the origin and this sig-
nifies thatvoff,n11 can be written as

voff,n115voff,n1en11 , ~11!

where en11 is also plotted together with (voff,n ,voff,n11),
which represents the adjacent difference term. If$en11% sat-
isfies the above two conditions~every en11 belongs to a
population of a normal distribution and is probabilistically
independent with each other!, the situation is quite simpli-
fied. Therefore, its statistical and probabilistic properties in-
cluding randomness are investigated in detail instead of di-
rectly studying$voff%.

On the other hand, the large excursion component in
$voff% is in either an increasing or decreasing state. As shown

in Fig. 9, picking up a part wherevoff,n is in an increasing
state with the slopean1 in a region fromn5n1 to n5n2 ,
then vn ~subscript ‘‘off’’ is deleted.! at time n in n1<n
<n2 is represented as

vn5vA,n1vB,n ~12!

5~n2n1!an11vB,n1vA,n1 , ~12a!

that is,

vA,n5~n2n1!an11vA,n1 . ~13!

Using Eq.~12!, vn11 is related tovn as

vn115~n112n1!an11vB,n111vA,n1 ~14!

5vn1~vB,n112VB,n!1an1 , ~15!

where

en115~vB,n112vB,n!1an1 . ~16!

From Eq.~11! vn11 is represented as a cumulative of$e%n11
2

or of $a% with equal weights

vn115v11 (
k52

n11

ek , ~17!

vn115~vB,n112vB,1!1Sank . ~17a!

Equations~17! and~17a! suggest that there are two ways
of characterizing$voff%: ~i! asank has nearly a constant value

FIG. 7. Frequency distributions of$voff%.

FIG. 8. Characteristics of$voff% and $e% in the plane (voff,n11 ,voff,n) for
No. 1. FIG. 9. Determination of Eq.~11!.
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in a certain interval ofn and does not vary randomly,en11 or
(vB,n112vB,n) is dominant and~ii ! voff,n11 , independent of
vB,k on the way ton11, is dominated by eithervB,n11 or
(ank or both. Certainly, the term (vB,n112vB,n) has a large
weight inen11 . Roughly evaluatingank as determined in the
above, it is within the range ofuaku52 – 331028 ~V/step!
from Fig. 5. The purpose of AZ-ON is to eliminate the ef-
fects ofvA on the output reading. As pointed out before, for
implementing the elimination, it should be presumed that
there does not exist any difference caused by the very short
time difference, i.e.,vA,n2vA,n8 50 can always be satisfied.
an1 is given byan15(vA,n22vA,n1)/(n22n1), or by an av-
eraged value of (vA,n112vA,n), and is of the orderuaku
52 – 331028 ~V/step!. This magnitude is out of the resolu-
tion even for the range of 0.03 V. In this meaning, the role of
AZ-ON is completely performed.$von% certainly includes the
term of $vB% only but is suppressed within61 mV ~see Fig.
2!. From Eq.~16! the weight ofak in en11 is not so large.
Therefore, inen11 given by

en115voff,n112voff,n

5$vB,n112vB,n%1$vA,n112vA,n%, ~18!

the second term is forced into negligibly small quantities
compared with the first at every sampling. Nevertheless,
$voff% has large excursions. In addition to this, the range that
$vB,n112vB,n% takes is in general wider than that of$vB,n%
and the same holds between$vA,n112vA,n% and$vA,n%. No-
ticing these relations, statistical and probabilistic properties
of $voff%, that is,$vA% and$vB%, are subsequently clarified.

3. Frequency distribution of $e%

Statistical parameters of$en% and $von,dif%5$von,n11

2von,n%n59999
n51 (5$vB,n112vB,n%n59999

n51 ) are summarized in
Table IV and their frequency distributions are indicated in
Fig. 10, where for comparisons the case of$von

2von,med%10 000
1 ~von,med5median of$von%10 000

1 ) is also added.
Looking at each shape around the peak frequency, a fairly
clear correlation is observed between$en% and $von

2von,med% in the same DMM. As a whole there does not exist

a large discrepancy between them.$von,dif%, however, is evi-
dently different from the other two and spreads out more
widely as known from Table IV. Equation~16! gives the
following for mean values:

en,av5von,dif,av1ank,av. ~19!

From Table IV their actual values are:
en,av5the order of10210, von,dif,av5of10211. Those of$von%
~see Table I! and $von2von,med% are of the order of 1027 or
1028. en,av is larger thanvon,dif,av by one figure, andank,av

thus dominates it. Effects of the preamplifier on zero voltage
can thus be completely eliminated in$von,dif%. By introduc-
ing a procedure of taking the difference between adjacent
terms in$vB,n% it becomes possible. Therefore, the existence
of $vA% or $ak% as residual voltage is never small and the
operation of AZ-ON is adequate as pointed out above.

Next, let’s discuss the variancesvon,dif,Var, von,Var, and
en,Var of these sequences$von,dif%, $von%, and$en%. von,dif,Var

is related tovon,Var as

TABLE IV. Statistical quantities of$e%10 000
2 and$von%10 000

1 . ~The case of$von,dif%10 000
2 is included.!

Mean
s.d.

(31027)
Var

(310213) se /sv,on son,dif /sv,on se /son,dif

No. 1 $en% 1.7310210 4.11 1.68 0.778
$e2n% 7.8031029 4.12 1.70
$von,dif% 29.00310211 5.28 2.79 1.404
$von2von,med% 20.2631027 3.76 1.41 1.093

No. 2 $en% 1.9310210 4.95 2.45 0.804
$e2n% 25.8831027 4.92 2.42
$von,dif% 28.00310211 6.16 3.79 1.410
$von2von,med% 20.1631027 4.37 1.91 1.133

No. 3 $en% 1.9310210 3.90 1.52 0.765
$e2n% 1.8031029 3.88 1.51
$von,dif% 25.00310211 5.10 2.60 1.401
$von2von,med% 20.4131027 3.64 1.32 1.071

No. 4 $en% 8.0310211 3.75 1.41 0.731
$e2n% 1.2431029 3.72 1.38
$von,dif% 2.00310211 5.13 2.63 1.398
$von2von,med% 20.4831027 3.67 1.35 1.02

FIG. 10. Frequency distributions of$en%, $von,dif%, and$von2von,med%.
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von,dif,Var5$vB,n112VB,n%Var

5E~$~vB,n112von,av!2~vB,n2von,av!%
2!

5E$~vB,n112von,av!
2%1E$~vB,n2von,av!

2%

22E$~vB,n112von,av!~vB,n2von,av!%

52von,Var22Cov$vB,n11 ,vB,n% ~20!

whereE($Xn%) indicates the arithmetic average of$Xn% and
Cov$vB,n11 ,vB,n% represents the covariance between the ad-
jacent terms in$von%. Equation~16! derivesen,Var as

en,Var5$~vB,n112vB,n!1an1%Var

5E~$@~vB,n112von,av!2~vB,n2von,av!#

1~an12ank,av!%
2!

5von,dif,Var1ank,Var12Cov$von,difank% ~21!

or Eq. ~18! does it as

en,Var5$~vB,n112vB,n!1~vA,n112vA,n!%Var

5E~$@vB,n112von,av!2~vB,n2von,av!#

1@~vA,n112vA,av!2~vA,n2vA,av!#%
2)

5vA,dif,Var1vB,dif,Var12Cov$vA,dif,vB,dif%, ~21a!

where Cov$von,dif ,ank% and Cov$vA,dif ,vB,dif% similarly are
the covariance between$von,dif% and $ank%, and$vA,dif% and
$vB,dif%, respectively. From their actual values~see Tables I
and IV! we can derive the following important results on
these sequences. They are of the same order, buten,Var is
105–130% ofvon,Var and 50–60% ofvon,dif,Var(5vB,dif,Var),
andvon,dif,Var is twicevon,Var. Equation~20! indicates that the
following holds:

Cov$vB,n11 ,vB,n%50 ~20a!

that is, the adjacent terms in$von% are uncorrelated. On
en,Var , Eqs. ~21! and ~21a! require: ~i! the correlation be-
tween $vB,dif% and $vA,dif% is negative, that is,
Cov$von,dif ,ank%<0, so it will work to reducevon,dif,Var and
~ii ! the magnitude is of the same order as invon,dif,Var, for
en,Var,von,dif,Var has to be satisfied~Here, we will only say
that the correlation is strongly revealed when a small voltage
of mV order or less is measured!. Assuming that$vA,n% is
uncorrelated with the adjacent terms,ank,Var is also given as
twice that of vA,Var . Table III gives voff,Var

5the order of10212. If voff,Var5vA,Var1vB,Var holds, vA,Var

has to become dominant invoff,Var , as the order ofvB,Var

being 10213. Consequently, the relationshipvoff,Var5vA,Var

1vB,Var1Cov$vA ,vB% has to hold as derived in Eq.~12! and
Cov$vA ,vB% has to be positive and dominant in$voff,Var%.
However, so long as we adhere to the above evaluation of
ak(uaku52 – 331028) based on Eqs.~12a!–~16!, we cannot
reasonably explain many things: for example, ifak is of the
order of 2 – 331028, the shape of histogram of$e% is domi-
nated by$von,dif% and never close to$von%. Figure 10 sug-
gests this. Although$vA% may be dependent on$vB%, it is
never small but rather has the same order of$vB%. $vA% has
‘‘a power of randomness’’ which changes the histogram of

$von,dif% into that close to$von%. Though AZ-ON aims at
directly eliminatingvA , it is doubtful whether the procedure
effectively works.

The noticeable point ofen,av>0 gives a hint to us for
proposing a new way of achieving high precision measure-
ment of mV order dc voltage. In practice,$e% has several
interesting properties, which will be investigated by dividing
$e% into two groups~the reason will be clarified in the pro-
ceeding sections!; the total series $e%10 000

2 5$en :n
52,3,...,10 000% and the set of even terms$e2n%10 000

2

5$e2 ,e4 ,e6 ,...,e10 000% or that of odd ones$e2n11%9999
3

5$e3 ,e5 ,e7 ,...,e9999%.

4. Randomness of $en%10 000
2 and $e2n%10 000

2 or $e2n11%9999
3

The result obtained on the randomness of$en%10 000
2 and

$e2n%10 000
2 is summarized in Table II together with that of

$von,dif%. The ratiomn,r /mn,r vs n makes an excursion around
1.33 for $en%10 000

2 , but 1.0 for $e2n%10 000
2 similar to those

shown in Fig. 4. The same as in$e2n%10 000
2 occurs in

$e2n11%9999
3 . For $en%ur in Eq. ~9! takes a value of nearly 30,

while 1.0 to 21.86 for $e2n%. In $en% the meaning ofur

taking such a value is that it happens that such a case does
seldom occur probabilistically. This is closely related to the
fact thatmn,r /mn,r is close to 1.33. The meaning is that the
number of runs is too many, that is, the termen2emed ~me-
dian of $en%! almost takes a positive and a negative value
alternatively with the increase ofn. The run of length 1 oc-
cupies the greater part in$en%. That is, the randomness in
$en% is very low and the regularity is high. On the other
hand, the randomness in$e2n% is high. Table II is very in-
structive on which ofvA or vB dominates in$en%, the occur-
rence ratio in$von,dif% being just equal to 1.35–1.38. The first
term (vB,n2vB,n21) in Eq. ~18!, as pointed out above, plays
a deterministic role for characterizing the randomness of
$en%, while the second one has a large influence on determi-
nation of the shape of histogram of$en% but not so on the
randomness.en,Var is about 60% ofvon,dif,Var(5vB,dif,Var)
~see Table IV!. vA,dif is apt to work to reducevB,dif . In other
words, the probability that the former has the inverse sign of
the latter but does not exceed its absolute value is high.
However, invoff,n the probability thatvA,n has the same sign
as that ofvB,n is high. Nevertheless,$vA% has to include the
components which produce large excursions in$voff%.

Summarizing the results obtained in the above, for tak-
ing an average of observation data$von% or $voff% for deriv-
ing its best estimate, one important requirement is its ran-
domness.$von% certainly satisfies this. But the so-called drift
component has a large influence on zero voltage offset. Its
effect is eliminated in$von,dif%, but randomness in$von,dif% is
low. Consequently, our attention is naturally directed to$en%
and$e2n%. In particular, the randomness in$e2n% is fit for our
purpose. Another requirement is the degree of correlation or
orthogonality between the adjacent terms. If the correlation
is high, the set is not suitable for taking its average.
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5. Degree of correlation between adjacent terms in $e%

For investigating the degree of the correlation in both
$e%10 000

2 and $e2n%10 000
2 , we assume the following well-

known relationship on the set of residual quantities:

en5r1en211dn , ~22!

e2n5revee2~n21!1d2n ~23!

and estimate theser1 andreve as r t,n and r eve,n given by

r t,n5
(k52

n ekek21

(k52
n ek

2 , ~24!

r eve,2n5
(k52

n/2 e2ke2~k21!

(k52
n/2 e2k

2 . ~25!

r t,n andr eve,2n are plotted in Figs. 11~a! and 11~b! as a func-
tion of n together with$von,dif% and $von,dif,2n%, for consis-
tency. $von,dif,2n% is the subset comprised of even terms in
$von,dif%, corresponding to$e2n%. As to the increase ofn,r t,n

converges to

n→10 000⇒r t,n

→20.409 to No. 1 and20.428 to No. 3

and r eve does to

2n→10 000⇒r eve,2n

→0.0113 to No. 1 and20.0055 to No. 3.

In Fig. 11~b!, r eve,2n in the region up ton51000 is empha-
sized. Whenr t,n and r eve,2n are tested with a quantityun

defined by

un5A~n23!–zn ,

@where zn5tanh21 r n$r n in Eqs. ~24! or ~25!%#,
~26!

which approximately obeys the normal distributionN(0,1),
the results summarized in Table V showu5243 to246 for
$e% andu50.8 to20.4 for $e2n%: ~i! at the significance level
5% to both DMMs No. 1 and No. 3, the null hypothesis in
$e% is rejected for almost alln,r t,n being negative, which can
be regarded as equivalent that the probability that the product
of adjacent terms is negative is very high. As was indicated
above, this reflects well that the number of run of length 1 is
of absolutely many and~ii ! in $e2n% it is acceptable forn
.at least 200. If Eq.~22! can be assumed in$e%, the corre-
lation coefficient betweenen anden22 , i.e.,reve, is given by

reve5r t
2 , ~27!

that is, the probability thatr eve,n5r t,n
2 holds is high but in

practice not so. The uncorrelation is directly connected to the
high randomness in$e2n%. That is, in$e% the assumption of
Eqs. ~22! and ~23! is not appropriate.$e2n% and $e% are two
different sets in a statistical sense. Error theory is at least
applicable to$e2n%. On the other hand,$von% or $vB% have
different properties from$e2n%. The correlation coefficients
r t,n calculated by

r t,n5
(k52

n von,kvon,k21

(k51
n von,k

2 ~28!

are summarized in Table V together with others. Equation
~28! givesr t,n50.3551 for No. 1 and 0.7701 for No. 3. How-
ever, whenvon,k in Eq. ~28! is replaced byvon,k2von,av, and
von,2k in

r eve,n5
(k52

n/2 von,2kvon,2~k21!

(k51
n/2 von,2k

2 ~29!

is done byvon,2k2von,eve,av~von,eve,avrepresents the average
value of$von,2n%!, bothr t,n andr eve,n make us accept the null
hypothesis, the uncorrelation.

FIG. 11. Correlation in$e% and$e2n%. ~a! On $e%10 000
2 . ~b! On $e2n%10 000

2 .

TABLE V. Correlation coefficients in$von%, $e%, $e2n%, and$von2von,av%.

r n un

$von% (30 V) 0.00249 0.2492
No. 1 $von% 0.3551 37.125

$von2von,av% 0.01375 1.3749
$von,eve% 0.3494 36.471
$von,eve2von,eve,av% 0.01863 1.8629
$von,dif% 20.4958 254.364
$von,dif,eve% 0.01497 1.0583
$en% 20.4095 243.490
$e2n% 0.01127 0.7968
$von% (30 V) 0.02386 2.3864

No. 3 $von% 0.7700 102.02
$von2von,av% 0.02313 2.3128
$von,eve% 0.7756 103.41
$von,eve2von,eve,av% 0.01499 1.4992
$von,dif% 20.4994 254.840
$von,dif,eve% 0.00793 0.5606
$en% 20.4280 245.735
$e2n% 0.00554 0.3916
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$von%(30 V) has a property thatr t,n itself in Eq. ~28! be-
comes almost equal to zero, the uncorrelation~r eve,n>0
holds.!, being both uncorrelated and orthogonal~This means
thatvon,av50 holds.!, where the model of Eqs.~22! and~23!
approximately holds. Furthermore, what arouses our interest
in is the results shown in Fig. 11. Correlation in both
$e%10 000

2 and $e2n%10 000
2 is dominated by that of$von,dif% and

$von,dif,eve%, respectively.

IV. SUITABILITY OF ˆv on‰ AND ˆe2n‰ AS ZERO STATE
MEASUREMENT

Through the above discussions, we found that$e2n% or
$e2n21% has a property much more suitable for the purpose
of zero state measurement than$von%. However, either of
them is a sequence of single measurement and one must
make sure whether or not the obtained sequence is statisti-
cally under control, in a stable state. The stability of mea-
surements which is called, in other words, ‘‘homogeneity’’ is
investigated focusing our attention on subgroups obtained by
properly partitioning$von% or $e2n%.

A. Homogeneity of the time series and histogram in
some parts of ˆv on‰

The problem of how to partition$von% or $e2n% into sub-
groups for monitoring their homogeneity remains for us. It is
most recommended to have of the order of ten measurements
in a group and to have several such groups.14 However, such
measurement number is too small to play a role of represent-
ing any clear best estimate for$von%. In order to check this
by picking up $von% for DMM No. 1, the case of 20 mea-
surements per group and totally 51 groups are treated. That
is, $von% is partitioned into subgroups$von%20

1 , $von%40
2 ,

$von%60
41,...,$von%1020

1001. These groups have the following prop-
erties on mean values and variances; the mean value which
each group takes scatters in the range from 2.031027 to
4.431027 and the variance spreads from 6.003310214 to
2.54310213. Under the assumption that$von%10 000

1 is a nor-
mal population with the variances251.41310213 ~from
Table I!, whether or not these variances can become the un-
biased estimate ofs2 is checked by applyingx2 test (x2

5n Var/s2) to them as follows;x25(2036.003310214/
1.41310213)58.515 and x25(2032.45310213/1.41
310213)534.75. These values are out of the significance
limits x1

259.59 andx2
2534.17 for the significance levela

55%. The corresponding variance limits are 6.76310214

and 2.401310213, respectively, and the group number,
which remains within the limits, is 47, 92% of the total. The
tendency like this is not so variant even if the number of
groups is increased. About 8% of the total at least cannot be
regarded as a sample from the same population$von%, none
the less they belong to it. Such groups that are out of the
significance limits are another population, statistically. In
practice, anF-test on the admissibility of differences of vari-
ances indicates this. For these two groups having the vari-
ance of 6.003310214 and 2.45310213, respectively,F0

5(2.45310213/6.003310214)54.23 is larger than the
boundary value 2.5 for the significance levela55%.

Next, as a case of 50 measurements per group let’s pick

two partitioned groups$voff%50
1 and $von%150

101 of $von% for
DMM No. 1. Their histograms are shown in Fig. 12~a!.
These two at a glance clearly differ from each other. Their
variances are 1.446310213 for $von%50

1 and 1.061310213 for
$von%150

101. Similarly, x2 test (x25n Var/s2) gives; x25(50
31.446)/1.41551.28 for $von%50

1 and x25(5031.061/
1.446)537.62 for$von%150

101, both of which remain within the
significance pointsx1

2532.4<x2<x2
2571.4 for the signifi-

cance levela55% and the null hypothesis that these two are
samples produced from the same population$von% becomes
acceptable. Similarly under the same assumption, anF-test
on the admissibility of differences between these two is:F0

51.446/1.06151.36,1.60 and 1/1.36.0.56 at the signifi-
cance levela55% and the null hypothesis is acceptable.
These suggest: For achieving high precision measurement of
zero state based on$von%, a data number more than at least
50 has to be included in one measurement, though the zero
voltage offset remains without becoming equal to zero. Even
if several units of DMMs are utilized in parallel, we can not
necessarily expect high accuracy and precision based on AZ-
ON. Here, a comment which we would like to add to is that
these are all based on the assumption that$von% belongs to a
normal distribution. Almost the same thing occurs for DMM
No. 3. As mentioned before, we took 120 or 240 measure-
ments per group for identifying the population$vB% of $von%
and $von%(30 V) . The background is based on the result
through the above discussion.

FIG. 12. Histograms for subgroups partitioned from$von% and$en% or $e2n%
in No. 1. ~a! For $von%50

1 and $von%150
100. ~b! For $en%50

1 and $en%150
100, and

$e2n%50
1 and$e2n%150

100.
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B. Homogeneity of the time series and histogram in
some parts of ˆen‰ or ˆe2n‰

Let’s consider the same thing for$e2n% and take up such
a case that one group contains only ten observations; each of
$e2k , k51 – 10%, $e2k , k511– 20%, $e2k , k521– 30%,..., giv-
ing a measurement group, and totally 51 groups are chosen.
The mean value remains within62.031027. The variance
spreads from 3.667310214 to 4.467310213. Theirx2 test to
$ek%10 000

2 or $e2k%10 000
2 gives 1033.667310214/1.688

31021352.17 and 1034.467310213/1.688310213

526.46. These values certainly are out of the significance
points x1

253.25 and x2
2520.5 for a55%. The groups

which remain within the boundaries of 5.29310214 and
3.481310213 are 41 and occupy 81% of the total. This rate
rises rapidly by increasing the measurement number per
group.

Next, let’s examine$e%51
2 and $e%151

101 and $e2n%51
2 and

$e2n%151
101. Their histograms shown in Fig. 12~b! give an im-

pression to us quite different from those in Fig. 12~a!. They
are stable, statistically under control. The histogram of$e%151

101

almost coincides with that of$e%51
2 and has a good symmetry

with respect to zero. The same is also recognized in both
$e2n%51

2 and $e2n%151
101. These two includes only 25 measure-

ments in either group, nevertheless their variances can be-
come an unbiased estimate of the variance of$e%. The null
hypothesis on the variance between$e2n%51

2 and$e2n%151
101 is of

course acceptable. In addition, their histograms are more sat-
isfactory for symmetry around zero compared with that of
$von%50

1 or $von%150
101. The distortion factor is 0.29 for

$e%51
2 ,0.14 for $e%151

101, and 20.25 for $e2n%51
2 ,0.32 for

$e2n%151
101, respectively, while20.55 for $von%50

1 and 0.48 for
$von%150

101. On $e2n% both $e2n%51
2 and$e2n%151

101 keep relatively
well the shape of these$e%51

2 and $e%151
101 with the distortion

factor of 20.25 and 0.32, respectively. These also indicate
that $e2n% is more homogeneous than$von% is. Why the his-
togram shown in Fig. 12~a! is forced into a deformed shape
is due to a fact that$von% is essentially inhomogeneous from
looking at it partially. The preamplifier seems to have an
influence on it.~The details will be presented in near future.!

Through these discussions, one important conclusion de-
rived is that, since$vA% is considered to be largely influenced
by $vB%, the state of AZ-OFF has a more extensive potential
of performing to their full specifications for measurement of
mV level dc voltage than that of AZ-ON. A preferable pro-
cedure, as is suggested from the above discussions, is given
at AZ-OFF as composed of two modes per measurement:vs

is first measured asv (1)8 , and subsequently for zero correc-
tion v (2)8 is done under the short-circuited input terminals
~see Fig. 1!. Then, the corrected valuevm produced asvm

5v (1)8 2v (2)8 is vm5vs1verror, where verror represents just
the term ofe2n . Thus, $e2n% is a set of error voltage. The
evaluation is summarized as follows. Under a repetition mea-
surement in which one repetition includes only ten observa-
tions, the mean value of the error voltage in each repetition
remains within6231027 V and the s.d. specifying the mea-
surement precision is 1.2631027 V. This gives a satisfac-
tory performance for measuringmV level dc voltage.
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